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TransPAC3: Asia US High Performance International 
Networking (NSF Award #0962968)  

Quarterly Report 
1-March-2013 through 31-May-2013 

James G. Williams – Principal Investigator 
(Prepared by John Hicks, Jennifer Schopf, Alice Jackson) 

Summary  
 

During the quarter of March 1, 2013 through May 31, 2013, the TransPacific Asia-US High 
Performance International Networking project (TransPAC) continued its collaborative and 
engineering activities to support international science.  This report outlines collaborations, 
software and systems work, operational activities, and usage statistics for the project. Highlights 
include the start of a search for a new project director, provision of a backup routing path for the 
Orient+ project, a demo at the GENI Engineering conference showing dynamic circuit building 
between domains, coordination of Software Defined Networking with the RISE network, and an 
extension of our PerfSONAR monitoring to include the CERNET link. 

1. TransPAC Overview 
 
The TransPAC project supports three circuits and a set of network services between the US 
West coast and Asia. In the current set up, these circuits are: 

• The TransPAC Circuit: a10Gbps link between Los Angeles, California, and Tokyo, 
Japan. This is the primary, NSF-funded circuit for the project and used for the bulk of the 
production project network bandwidth. 

• The JGN-X Circuit: a 10Gbps layer-2 circuit, largely used for experiments and Software 
Defined Networking (SDN) trials.  The Japan Gigabit Network Extension (JGN-X) project 
is a testbed funded by the Japanese National Institute of Information and 
Communications Technology (NICT) (http://www.nict.go.jp/en). This link is not supported 
by NSF funds. A backup routed peering connection between TransPAC and APAN also 
runs across this link. 

• The CERNET circuit: a 10Gbps link between Los Angeles, California, and Beijing, 
China, which is only partially funded by NSF. This is a layer3-only connection at this 
time. 

 
These circuits are used in production to support a wide variety of science applications and 
demonstrations of advanced networking technologies. In addition, the TransPAC award 
supports tool development, SDN experimental work, measurement deployments, and security 
activities.  
 
Please note that some of the activities (outreach to Africa, PerfSONAR training, etc.) are also 
included in the ACE quarterly report project, as appropriate, as joint funding supports these 
efforts. 
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2. Staffing 
 
Prior to this quarter, project staff consisted of: 

• Jim Williams, Director 
• Brent Sweeny, primary TransPAC senior network engineer 
• John Hicks, primary network research engineer 
• Scott Chevalier, primary contact for GlobalNOC support desk 
• Alice Jackson, administration 
• George McLaughlin, Asia-Pacific network consultant 
• Gabriel Iovino, REN-ISAC staff member 
• Wesley Young, REN-ISAC staff member 
• Doug Person, REN-ISAC staff member 

 
The search for a new director was initiated this quarter, as Jim Williams will be retiring August 
31, 2013. The position was posted, and several eligible candidates have applied. Interviews are 
ongoing at this time. In light of a possible gap in project leadership, John Hicks is being briefed 
to provide bridging coverage for the IRNC awards as necessary. Dale Smith, University of 
Oregon and the Network Startup Resource Center (NSRC), is also being hired on as a 
consultant to provide additional support during this transition. 
 
Kyle Klynline  was hired as a summer intern, funded as part of a Research Experience for 
Undergraduates (REU) supplement. He wlll develop the International Big Science List, which 
will help identify possible collaborators and projects that could use the ACE and TransPAC links. 
Klynline will spend the summer learning some basic networking and creating a list of 
international projects that have large data needs or are planning to have large data needs. 
When the project is completed, this list will be publicized on the project web site and on an 
Internet2 site.  Internet2 will take responsbility for updating the list after the summer. 
 

3. Collaborations, Travel, and Training  
 

TransPAC staff continued to grow collaborations in Asia over the quarter with the goal of better 
understanding collaborative science use of the TransPAC links and supporting use of emerging 
network technologies. 

McLaughlin participated in the PRAGMA 24 conference in Bangkok, Thailand (March 19-22). He 
assisted with the Biodiversity workshop, initiated discussions in support of the Lower Mekong 
workshop being planned, and had various discussions to support TransPAC work in overlay 
networking and related matters. 

Hicks, Williams, and Sweeny participated in the Internet2 Members meeting in April in Arlington, 
VA. Williams ran a session on international networks, and a variety of side meetings took place 
with collaborators to plan future projects. One meeting of note was with colleagues from ESnet 
and GEANT to coordinate 100 Gigabit network opportunities and challenges for Asia and 
Europe. In addition, we met with JGN-X colleagues to discuss extensions to SDN work, 
described in Section 4.C. 

At the 16th GENI Engineering Conference (GEC) held March 19-21 in Salt Lake City Utah, 
TransPAC staff supported several research projects and demonstrations by researchers in the 
APAN region, Europe, and the US. A demo stitching together a set of protoGENI testbeds is 
detailed in Section 4.B. 
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In March, Arita Yosuke, from Softbank, which operates the SINET NOC and supports the JGN-
X circuit, and Fumio Terashima, from the Japanese National Institute of Informatics (NII), visited 
Indiana University.  Both visitors met with GlobalNOC staff to discuss network operations, 
engineering, and software development.  Yosuke provided a Softbank company and SINET 
NOC update and Terashima provided a NII / SINET US network update. This visit was an 
opportunity to share ideas with other networks and NOCs in Asia.  

We continue to work with GEANT and CERNET on Orient+, the link from China to the London 
open exchange.  This project expanded in scope as in March and April to include additional 
backup paths, as detailed in Section 5.A. Williams attended the Orient+ launch event in London. 

Hicks and Sweeny continue to help in presenting and supporting OpenFlow implementation 
workshops. They were part of the team that supported the first Operating Innovative Networks 
(OIN) workshop in the series, which presents material to network operators, including material 
on OpenFlow and research DMZs. In May, Sweeny presented at the OIN workshop in 
Washington, DC along with speakers from the NSF, Quilt, GPO, ESnet, and others.  

This year, the GlobalNOC celebrates 15 years operating research and education networks, and 
a 15-year celebration event will take place at the IUPUI campus in September. 

McLaughlin also assisted in tracking the initiatives for connecting the Pacific Islands (together 
with David Lassner and Dany Vandrome). This work leverages a recently finished study for the 
Europeans on establishing a Pacific Island RREN, and another NSF EAGER award by Lassner 
and NSRC staff. It is possible that there will be synergies with TransPAC in the future. 

4. Software and Systems Work 

A. Tool Development 
 
The development of new and expanded GlobalNOC tools, funded in small part by TransPAC, 
continued. The next generation of the GlobalNOC's database, DB2, was officially launched this 
quarter. A new schema allows technicians to more easily view information tied into the DB and 
will simplify many of the steps for searching that were previously part of the Service Desk 
workflow. Additional schema modifications and updates will follow on from this core update. For 
example, the Network Integration Tool will undergo a user feedback inspired update and will 
further define associations between events a well as streamline multi-network circuit events. 
Additional schema changes will be included in updates to several other core tools, including 
AlertMon, TickMon, and Notification.  

B. Dynamic Circuits 
 
The TransPAC project provides Dynamic Layer 2 Network services through the OSCARS 
software suite.  This service peers with the Internet2 ION project and the JGN-X Dynamic 
network facilities.  Researches and scientists can interactively create a layer2 dynamic circuit 
between the US and Asia to transfer data.    
 
The TransPAC OSCARS Inter-Domain Controller (IDC) was upgraded to version 0.6 during this 
reporting period.  
 
As part of the GEC meeting in March, TransPAC staff and collaborators demonstrated stitching 
together a set of protoGENI testbeds with the VNode project using dynamic circuit technology 
over multiple domains.  ProtoGENI is an NSF-funded prototype implementation and deployment 
of GENI, led by the Flux research group at the University of Utah (http://www.flux.utah.edu/). It 
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is largely based on Emulab software. ProtoGENI consists of the Control Framework for GENI 
Cluster C, the largest set of integrated projects in GENI. More detail is available at 
http://groups.geni.net/geni/wiki/SpiralTwo#ControlFrameworkIntegrations. VNode is a 
programmable SDN testbed research project in Japan, created by collaborators from the 
University of Tokyo, NTT, NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu, and KDDI.  

Figure 1 shows the default and revised provisioning demonstrated at GEC. The largest 
contribution was a pragmatic demonstration of inter-domain connectivity using different circuit 
technologies, which provided an example of dynamically building a circuit between separate 
administrative SDN domains in order to transfer data.  

 

 
Figure 1: GEC16 demonstration between Japan and the US using the TransPAC network, protoGENI testbeds, and 
VNODE. 

C. Software Defined Networking Activities 
 
One of the primary research goals of the TransPAC project is to enable Software Defined 
Networking (SDN) using Open Flow to provide a mechanism to dynamically configure and 
control circuit behavior between the US and Asia.   
 
TransPAC staff met with Japanese colleagues at the Internet2 Conference to discuss OpenFlow 
connectivity between the US and Japan.  The meeting primarily focused on physically 
connecting a newly installed JGN-X RISE OpenFlow switch in LA with the TransPAC switch. In 
the previous quarter, we had installed an OpenFlow-enabled Brocade MLX switch. Following 
the meeting, that switch was connected to the RISE OpenFlow switch in LA. Figure 2 shows the 
current OpenFlow capabilities on the TransPAC circuits. 
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Figure 2: Current SDN testbed between Los Angeles and Tokyo.  

D. Measurement Activities 
 
The TransPAC project supports a perfSONAR deployment in Los Angeles that provides periodic 
testing between several US and Asian sites.  Historically, the primary focus has been testing 
between Japan and the US.  A testing matrix is available at http://tp3-
3.transpac3.iu.edu/maddash-webui/ . 
 
In support of the Chinese American Network Symposium (CANS) collaboration, TransPAC staff 
met with Jason Zurawski, Internet2, and CERNET staff to deploy perfSONAR in Beijing, and 
extending the previous test mesh to include the CERNET circuit. TransPAC staff plan on attend 
the CANS meeting in September 2013 to continue work on perfSONAR deployments in China. 

E. Telepresence 
 
The Internet2 Video Services exchange is now operational, with Sweeny acting in a leading 
architectural, engineering, and operational role. This exchange emphasizes interoperability 
among all high-end video technologies including Cisco Telepresence and SIP and ‘legacy’ 
H.323 systems, and is connecting institutions to its new exchange in Washington DC 
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(completed Fall 2012, co-located with WIX). Significantly for the APAN region, Internet2 also 
has created an additional Telepresence exchange in Singapore in connection, and has begun to 
connect Asian and US users and institutions there, with Duke University being the first full 
participant. (Note this work is not funded by TransPAC but is included for informational 
purposes and relevance to Asia-Pacific networking projects.) 
  
5. Operational Activities 
 
A. Network Engineering 
 
The TransPAC circuit between Los Angeles, California, and Tokyo, Japan, continues to function 
as designed with no unscheduled outages. It supports ipv4, ipv6, and dynamic-circuit functions, 
and is prototyping OpenFlow capabilities.  

The JGN-X circuit between Los Angeles, California, and Tokyo, Japan, operates in layer 2 
between switches in Tokyo and Los Angeles, and is primarily used for experimental network 
research, particularly DCN, OpenFlow, glif, Optical testbeds, and OpenGOLEs.  

The CERNET circuit between Los Angeles, California, and Beijing, China, saw increased usage, 
with several peaks above 1Gbs. Sweeny worked with GEANT, CERNET, and Internet2 
engineers to design, validate, and engineer a backup path for Internet2 to GEANT through the 
5Gbs Orient+ path through CERNET.  Although not part of the original design for Orient+, this is 
a useful outcome to increase the available backup paths for the associated links. This project 
was a great example of China-EU-US collaboration, and laid the groundwork for future projects. 
The Internet2 Singapore POP is exploring a likely connection between TEIN, through Singaren 
and Gloriad, to APAN and TransPAC. Currently, a commodity-internet connection to Tata’s 
network is provided, and another Tata connection to their international Telepresence exchange 
is expected to complete in the next quarter. 
 
B. Traffic Graphs 
 
Figures 3 and 4 show the traffic behaviors on the 10G NSF-funded TransPAC circuit between 
Los Angeles and Tokyo. Figures 5 and 6 show the traffic on the CERNET link between Los 
Angeles and Beijing. Monitoring data is not available for the JGN-X circuit. 
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Figure 3: Aggregate traffic using maximum daily values on the on the 10Gbps TransPAC (NSF-funded) circuit between 
Los Angeles and Tokyo. 
 

 
Figure 4: Aggregate traffic using smoothed average daily values on the on the 10Gbps TransPAC (NSF-funded) circuit 
between Los Angeles and Tokyo. 
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Figure 5: Aggregate traffic using maximum daily values on the 10GCERNET circuit between Los Angeles and Beijing.  

Figure 6: Aggregate traffic using smoothed average daily values on the 10GCERNET circuit between Los Angeles and 
Beijing.  

 
C. Trouble Tickets 
 
There were no trouble tickets for unplanned downtimes or maintenance during this reporting 
period. 
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D. Downtime 
 
TransPAC Core Nodes Down Time 

Reporting 
Period 

Availability 
52 Week 

Availability 

TransPAC MX480 - LA 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 
Brocade MLXe4 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 
3410 Ethernet Switch 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 
OOB Router 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 
Aggregate TransPAC 
Core Nodes 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 

    
TransPAC Backbone 
Circuits Down Time 

Reporting 
Period 

Availability 

52 Week 
Availability 

TransPAC LOSA-JGN2 
LOSA 10GigE 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 

TransPAC LOSA-Pacific 
Wave LOSA 10GigE 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 100.00% 

TransPAC TOKY-
TransPAC2 LOSA 0 hr 0 min 100.00% 99.90% 

Aggregate All 
TransPAC Backbone 
Circuits 

0 hr 0 min 100.00% 99.97% 

 

6. Security Events and Activities 
 
REN-ISAC had no TransPAC specific deliverables to report for this quarter.  
 
Standard security support via the GlobalNOC continued. 
 

7. Reporting against Objectives December 2012-Feb 2013 
1. Upgraded InterDomain Controller to v0.6 and put into production (Section 4. B) 
2. Implemented partial TRANSPAC and CANS perfSONAR monitoring (Section 4. D) 
3. Connected to JGN-X OpenFlow switch in Los Angeles (Section 4.C) 
4. Delivered OpenFlow training at OIN workshop (Section 4.C) 

8. Plans for June-2013-August-2013 
 
1 Collaboration and Training 

a. Attend TERENA conference 
b. Attend APAN conference 
c. Work on perfSONAR workshop material 
d. Work with APAN colleagues in planning for SC13 

2 Systems and Software Work 
a. Work on Internet2 routed path from Singapore through TransPAC  
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b. Work on CANS OpenFlow demonstration  
c. Additional SDN experiments 

3 Operational Activities 
a. Continue full support of TransPAC circuit 

 


